
Appeal of case 254 
TL;DR: Submission does not comply with listing policies and should therefore be                       
rejected from the DeversiFi / Nectar High Impact storytelling list. 

 
 
According to the listing policies, in order to be eligible for listing, a submission needs to 
satisfy at least one of the following conditions:  
 
➢ Is widely shared across social networks.  

Accept: An article, meme or tweet which is shared by at least 50 users. 
 
Post had 2 retweets when it was challenged. So it does not satisfy this condition. 
 

➢ Has a significant audience on the platform it is posted. 
Accept: An article has been read by at least 500 times. 

 
Post had 7 likes when it was challenged. So it’s highly unlikely that it had been read 
500 times. So it does not satisfy this condition. 

 
➢ Expand significantly the DeversiFi /Nectar knowledge base. 

Accept: A high quality article providing an in depth explanation of a dapp relying on 
DeversiFi, DeversiFi itself, Nectar, necDAO, necBURN or related ecosystem bits.  
 
Post is a short thread and is not detailed nor in depth. It doesn’t significantly expand 
the knowledge base either. So it does not satisfy this condition. 
 

➢ Led to the creation of dapps relying on DeversiFi or Nectar dapps or the integration 
of dapps to DeversiFi or Nectar.  

 
Submission does not satisfy this condition. 

 
 
As this submission does not satisfy any of the conditions, it clearly violates listing 
policies. Based on the clear set of rules this submission should be rejected, as jurors 
should base their decision on the rules given to them. Furthermore, other 
submissions with similar amounts of reads/shares (for instance cases 246, 255 and 
256) as this submission also got rejected, which set a precedent of rejecting 
submissions with not enough reads/shares as stated in the policies. Because of all of 
the above, I urge the jurors to vote NO in the appeal.  
 
 
 
 


